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The accelerated-mirror results are applied to a black hole. As a consequence the hole produces black-body radiation. Its
temperature exactly coincides with Hawking’s result. An important difference between the energy—momentum tensors of
scalar and electromagnetic fields near the horizon is discovered.
In a previous paper [I] a programme of investiga- al (g a°~a~)’/2= (1 — 2M/r)—1/2M/r2 . (1)
tion of black-hole evaporation with the help of the
Casimir effect in Minkowski spacetime was proposed. A stationary distant observer will measure
As is well known, the gravitational field of a black
hole acts as a barrier for propagation of massless d’~= (c~un/dT)dr/dt a°(1— 2M/r)1!2
waves. The consideration of the peak of the barrier dl ~(g dad!3)h/2 =M/r2 . (2)
(r = 3M; c = G = 1) as the surface of a reflecting sphere
permitted us to apply the results of various calcula- The potential barrier (localized in the vicinity of r
tions of the Casimir effect to a black hole. It appeared = 3M) has a nonzero proper acceleration b~
that the flow of negative Casimir energy should cause (3\/~M)1. The goal of this paper canbe achieved
the area of the horizon to shrink at a rate consistent by application of the accelerated-mirror results.
with the energy flux observed at infinity. The rough B. The stresses induced in the Minkowski vacuum
estimate based on the assumption about the black- by an infinite plane conductor that is uniformly ac-
body nature of radiation showed that its tempera- celerated normal to itself were investigated by
ture should be inversely proportional to hole’s mass Candelas and Deutsch [3]. The solution of the bound-
M. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that ary problem was facilitated by introduction of accel-
the only existence of the horizon and of the poten- erated (Rindler) coordinates ~ and r.
tial barrier is sufficient to compel the hole to emit
black-body radiation with a temperature that exactly t = ~ sh r, x = ~ ch r,
coincides with the result of ref. [2]. ds2 = E2dr2 + d~2+ dy2 + dz2
A. Consider a particle which is at rest in the grav-
itational field of a nonrotating black hole. Its four- In this system the curves ~ = const.,y = const., z
velocity is = const. are woridlines of constant proper acceleration
u° dx°/dv= ((1 — 2M/r)~/2 0, 0 0) . ~ The surface ~ = b const. represents the trajec-
tory of the barrier.
The proper acceleration of the particle is Candelas and Deutsch calculated the regularized
a°~~ua/dr = dua/dr + ~ = vacuum expectation value (T~>= (OIT~I0)of the137 stress energy tensor far from the conductor (s/b
(a, 13, ‘1’ = t, r, 0, ~p).The only nonvanishing compo- -~ °°). For a scalar field
nent of is F~= (M/r2)(l — 2M/r). Hence a°~
(0,M/r2, 0,0),
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